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Abstract

In a previous work we studied the behavior of the
electric field

�
parallel to a cardiac tisue surface during

continuous conduction[1]. We found that 1) the peak field��
points opposite the direction of propagation, 2) the

instant ��� of
��

represents an accurate time marker of local
activation, and 3) vector-loops of

�
can be measured using

ultradense four-element electrode arrays ( �	��
�
��� ) and
high sampling frequencies ( ����
�
 kHz). Experimentally
during recordings in the region Terminal Crest - Pectinate
Muscles of rabbit atria we observed loop morphologies,
however, which deviated in some instances significantly
from the expected behavior. We supposed that, apart from
discrete effects, branching and the curvature of the tissue
might play a role. Hence we examined by means of a
computer model if properties of

�
, observed in the uniform

case, remain unchanged in case of more complex activation
patterns at a bifurcation site with curved fibers.

1. Introduction

Measurements of potentials in the volume conductor
surrounding cardiac tissue are widely used to determine the
activation pattern within the tissue. Predominantly uni-,
bi- and multi-polar potential recordings are reported in the
literature, measurements of the electric field

�
are rarely

found [2, 3]. Conduction velocity, direction of propagation
and contours of wavefront are essential parameters for
the assessment of the excitation spread under normal and
abnormal conditions. Uni- and bipolar recordings can
provide information on the activation time, but conduction
velocity or direction of propagation can not be determined.
For that purpose multi-electrode mapping systems are
used to construct isochrone maps from a set of unipolar
recordings giving an overview of the activation sequence.
The same information, just for a single site, might be
obtained with less technical expense using measurements of�

with a four-element electrode array which yields a very
local view of the activation sequence. It is known that due
to the high localility of field measurements the suppression

of remote activities is quite good (proportional to ������� ) and
consequently it is expected that parameters obtained from�

reflect accurately the local excitation process.
In this study we simulated excitation spread in an atrial

tissue sheet at a junction Terminal Crest (TC) - Pectinate
Muscle (PM) and compared the intracellularly obtained
parameters direction of propagation, activation time and
conduction velocity with those obtained extracellularly
from simulated measurements of the electric field

�
.

2. Methods

2.1. The computer model

A monodomain computer model was developed consisting
of a two-dimensional sheet of excitable tissue surrounded
by an unbounded volume conductor. The governing
equation is given by����� �� � ��! #"%$ ��& �$(' �*) ��+ -,.$ ��& �$(/ �10 �2�  4365 )87 � $ &

�
$:9<;(1)

where
�=�

is the transmembrane current density ( ?>A@7 �CB(��D , � the surface-to-volume ratio (set to E��GF withF � ��E1�� ), �+ #" and �! #, the intracellular resistivities
( 
IHJE�K and ELHJE�KNMPO<@ 7 � ), & � the transmembrane potential
( �Q& ),

�  4365 the total ionic current density ( ?>R@ 7 �1B(� ),and 7 � the specific membrane capacitance ( �??ST@ 7 � B(� ).Discretization steps in space and time were E�KU�� andELHJKVXW . The dynamic membrane behavior was described
with the Nygren model[4].

We simulated excitation spread in a rectangular tissue
sheet ( YUZ[��H K\�]� � ). The PM was insulated electrically
from the CT by introducing no flux boundary conditions.
Longitudinal elliptic propagation was elicited by pacing the
lower left corner of the sheet (see fig. 1).

2.2. Geometric mapping

The rectangular region representing the PM was mapped
from the mesh ^ � ^`_ ' ; / D to a curved mesh a^ � a^b_ ' ; / D .We bent each fiber c around a circle with radius � � ��d )
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egf�h�i
. Then each discrete fiber element is seen under the

angle j1kmlon f�h�p(qsr�t . The new mesh uv is given by:

wp lxnzy e+q k {�|~} t�f=���-� lxj q (2)wi lxnzy e+q k � |%� t�f l6� �1�=� � lxj q6q (3)

This mapping preserves both, the fiber length as well as
the inter-fiber distance, and thus does not change neither
source density nor conduction velocity.
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Figure 1. A) Tissue sheet with insulation (IN) between CT
and PM and stimulus site (STIM). B) For the computation
of � we mapped the mesh v onto uv . A-E and a-g:
observation sites.

2.3. The electric field �
The extracellular potential �.� and the electric field � at

the observation sites � , designated with � �V� in the CT and� ��� in the PM, were calculated with

�~��lo��y6� q k ����?� ��� �=� lsuv y6� q� � l�uv � � q � h�� y (4)

and

� lo��y6� q k �%¡ �~��lx�¢y�� q k ����?� � � �=� lzuv y6� q�f �� � lsuv � � q � £ h!� (5)

where � is the point of observation, uv the source point,� �I�
the distance between � and uv ,

� � the conductivity of the
homogeneous volume conductor ( ¤¦¥ fz§ ¤1¨?© ), and

�
is the

surface area of the tissue.
Measurements of � with four-element electrode arrays

were simulated using the following discrete approximationw�ªlx�¢y�� q k � �«g« fb¬ �~�®�lx� q � �~��¯°lo� q�~�²±�lx� q � �~�´³�lo� qVµ (6)

where �.�6¯®¶G± represent the potentials at the recording
electrodes of a square four-element electrode array. The
electrodes 1-2 were oriented parallel to the axis

p
, the

electrodes 3-4 parallel to the axis
i

, both electrode pairs
with a dipole diameter DD of ·�¸`¹�¤ .

2.4. Direction of propagation

The direction of propagation was determined intracellularly
by computing first the slope of the tangent to the local
isochrone and then taking the negative inverse of the slope
as direction of propagation º . We compared º with the
direction obtained from º?»¼k¾½G¿sÀPl+Á� q by computing the
differences Âªº¦k<º � º�» .

2.5. Activation times

We compared the extracellular time marker ÃX» , i.e. the
instant of the peak field Á� , with the intracellularly obtained
time marker Ã�Ä²Å , the instant of maximum negative rate of
rise of � � , by computing the difference ÂªÃÆkÇÃ Ä Å � Ã »
(see fig. 2).
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Figure 2. A) Direction of propagation º (orthogonal to
isochrone) was compared with the direction º » (direction
of maximum field Á� ). B) Determination of intra- loÃ?Ä²Å q and
extracellular time marker lxÃ?» q .
2.6. Conduction velocity

Conduction velocities were determined in two different
ways. Intracellularly we computed the velocity È�É by
determining the distance between two isochrones with an
isochrone interval of Ê�ËG¸�¹XÌ around the activation time
(determined from the instant of the maximum negative
derivative of �=� ) at the observation site and then dividing
this distance by the isochrone interval. Extracellularly we
determined the activation times Ã ©z¨(Í at the four electrode
sites by taking the instant of the maximum negative
derivative of � � [5]. With these four samples of the
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activation function ÎªÏoÐXÑ�ÒIÓ we computed the gradient ofÎ at the center of the electrode with a finite difference
approach [6]:

Ô ÎÕÏoÐÖÑ6ÒIÓ`×ÙØ ÎÛÚÎÛÜ8Ý × Þßgß Ø Î�à.áCÎXâÎÛã�áCÎ�äåÝ (7)

Then local conduction velocity æ can be written as

æU×ÙØNç Úç Ü Ý × ÞÎ àÚéè Î àÜ Ø Î�ÚÎ Ü Ýëê ç ×mì ç àÚ%è ç àÜLí (8)

We compared ç with çGî by computing the differencesï ç × ç î á ç .

3. Results and conclusion

We found at all observation sites good agreement
between the parameters obtained from the intracellular
isochrones and those obtained from simulated extracellular
measurements of the electric field ð . As can be seen
in fig. 3, vector-loops point opposite the direction of
propagation, i.e. they are perpendicular to the local
isochrone (maximum deviation

ïªñ ×2ò í Þ°ó ).
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Figure 3. The maximum field ôð indicates direction of
propagation, i.e. vector-loops are perpendicular to local
isochrone (dashed line).

Furthermore the time markers Î?õ²ö and Î�÷ coincided
closely and the conduction velocities obtained from the
four-element electrode array came very close (within the
limits of uncertainty due to the sampling interval) to those
which were determined from the intracellular isochrone
pattern. Differences between extra- and intracellularly
obtained parameters are summarized in the following table:

ø�ù
[%]

ø�úPû ü�ý ø¢þbû ÿ��®ý
a 1.2 1.7 50
b - 6.7 -0.9 35
c - 1.5 -0.2 45
d - 8.5 2.4 15
e -12.0 5.1 0
f -12.1 2.3 -10
g 6.0 1.5 - 5
A -11.8 6.5 35
B -6.6 5.3 -10
C -11.5 2.6 5
D - 2.8 6.5 - 5
E - 5.0 9.1 5

Although the vector-loop morphologies were quite
different from those observed during uniform propagation
(compare loops in fig. 3 with loop in fig. 2), the basic
properties of ð were preserved, that is, the peak fieldôð represents a precise measure for activation time and
direction of propagation.
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